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llature of Curing; Process
The curing of the tobaoco is an important operation in
the production of cigar tobacco.

It la, however, only one

of several important operations involved.

In order to pro¬

duce tobacco of high quality, it is necessary to grow the
tobacco well, prepare it for harvest properly, harvest it
at proper maturity, handle it carefully and cure it well.
Failure to do one or more of those operations well, con cause
the production of poor quality tobacco.
The purpose of curing cigar tobacco is to change the
newly harvested tobacco to a condition in which It will be
usable for making cigars.

The changes that cigar tobacco

undergoes in curing are both physical and chemical in nature.
They consist of the gradual loss of water and transformations
of carbohydrates, proteins, pigments, alkaloids and other
compounds that are contained in newly harvested tobacco.
These changes occur during the time the leaves are still
alive,

Thue, curing is not merely a drying process but rather

one of gradual starvation under partial applied and natural
conditions (©).
The end product of curing is tobacco having texture,
color* flavor* bum and other properties which together com¬
prise the quality of the cured tobacco.

The quality of the

cured tobacco may be desirable or undesirable depending on
whether the tobaoco being cured contains potentialities for
high quality or not* and on the rate and extent of changes

that are brought about In the curing process.

Whether the

tobacco to be cured contain® these potentialities for high
quality or not depend® very largely on how well the tobacco
was grown, prepared for harvest and harvested.

The rate and

extent of the changes that occur are determined largely by
the temperature, humidity and circulation of air that are
maintained in the curing bam (9).
Curing Conditions
The curing of cigar tobacco is done by what is known as
the si jv curing method, In specially constructed barns.

The

barns in the Connecticut Valley are practically all ouilt
according to the same general plan, but they often vary some¬
what In some minor features.

They all, however, permit the

regulation of temperature, humidity and circulation of air
within the bam in considerable degree.
The typical Connecticut Valley tobacco bam for curing
stalk tobacco has a width of 32 feet; a length that Is some
multiple of 1© feet and a height of 16 to 18 feet to the
eaves.

The barn usually has a ridge roof.

The sides of the

barn and the portions of the ends above the doors are made
of boards approximately one foot wide, fastened vertically,
with every seoond or third board being hinged either on the
side or at the upper end to permit opening.

Sometimes the

sides are battened to close the cracks between boards; other
time® they are not battened, leaving the cracks open,
whether the sides ere battened or not I© largely & matter of
preference on the part of the operator.

At either end of tbs

Mm there are largo ovlnglttg doom which permIt wagon# and
tractors to on tor and to pass lengthwise of the bam for
unloadins tobacco*
?he bams are divided into sections known as bents by
sup ..sorting

0=0sts#

of the bam*

which are spaced 15 feet apart lengthwise

there are erseebesM or girders w* ich extend

across the bam at plate level# end also every five feet

slow#

making three sets of these besass hot ween • eats.
Four by four inch poles which are slightly more than

1*> feel long are

laced on those eroeshe^jss at nb-ufc four

foot apart and lengthwise of the bam*

fhe loth os of newly

harvested tobacco are olaeel about eight to nine inches opart
on those ,*oles# Baking what are on lied tiers of tobacco.
*h#re is also room for a half tier above plate level w le¬
ts usually so- ken of as the peak tier*

?here are therefore

throe and a half tiers of tobacco In the average tobacco
barn - three full tiers from the plate downwards and a half
tier in the peek above the pint© level*

spinning with the

lowest tier# the tiers are usually designated no first,
second# i‘ ird and peak tier.
the elements of atmosphere in curing hems v* ich have the
greatest effect on the rate and extent of the curing process
are temperature# moisture m& circulation of air.

Experience

hm shown that# air temperatures between BO and Q$°?„ and relative
huttlditiee between ?0 and 8$ per cent In curing barns with a dif*
ference of a out ten points being maintained always

©tween the tempera-
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tar© and the relative humidity, give good curing results*
Although these ranges of temperature and humidity are ordi¬
narily most desirable for curing, It is very advisable nevar
to heat the temperature# in the curing barn more than 10 to
15 degrees higher than the temperature outside the barn.

A

difference greeter than 10 to 15 degrees between temperature#
inside the barn and outside the barn may cause too rapid
drying of the tobacco.

It should be emphasized that drying

is not the most Important change to be brought about ip the
curing process, which should be gradual to facilitate the
proper chemical transformation in the curing tobacco.
Some seasons natural atmospheric conditions closely
approximate conditions that are most desirable for best cur¬
ing results which are then obtained with little trouble.
Often, however, the natural atmospheric conditions are lees
favorable for good curing and It becomes necessary to use
artificial heat to regulate the temperature and relative
humidity in the barn.
The use of artificial heat serves two purposes:

(1) it

creates atmospheric conditions unfavorable to the development
of pole-sweat; (8) It promotes better chemical transforma¬
tions of compounds in the tobacco and permits the curing
process to proceed more nearly to completion (1,6,6,9).
Generally, the relative humidity in stalk tobacco bnrns
varies between 50 and 75 per cent with 65 per cent on an
average (13)*
Thu two barns in which this experiment was conducted are

\
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located between Hatfield and Bradatre^t on Kiln street*
the northwest they are surrounded by the Great
towards the east by the Connecticut River#

To

ond and

The barns are

set end to end, identical, with approximately So feet of
space between them*

They run east to west, are very open,

mmmr9 32 feet wide by 128 feet Ions ***d are known as
8 bent sheds*
ntruoturally they belong, to the newer t/pe bam classed
as braced frame*

The sidings are 1C inch boards of native

hemlock or white pine applied vertically over girts*
second board Is h nged tor ventilating purposes*

Every

The squared

posts are set In concrete footings and set in auch a manner
that the length of the bam is a multiple of 15 feet*

The

height of the two bams* used wee IT feet to the plate and
fro® plate to peak 10 feet#
tiers each#

They wars provided with four

The first three tiers were five feet apart; the

fourth tier between plate and peak represented about half
the amount of tobacco hung on one of the lower tiers#
On the whole, these bams represent to a fair degree the
average curing barn in operation In the Connecticut Valley*

M&JMjmk*. jULZMsxi
Two important troubles which are often encountered in
curing cigar tobacco under natural atmospheric condition* in
barns are the development of pole-rot and the development of
poor color of cured tobacco*
Pole rot is a fungus disease.

It Is also known as pole

sweat, pole burn, shed bum, sirs rot, and stalk rot*

The

6

two fungi which occur most commonly and cause moat of the
pole rot in the Connecticut Valley are species of Botrytls
and Bclerotinia.

A species of Alter®aria causes pole rot

infrequently in the Connecticut Valley (3,9).
Spores of these fungi &re on the tobacco in the field
and are brought into the curing barn on the tobacco when it
is harvested.

Bruises and open wounds made during harvest

or by other means make favorable infection centers for the
development of pda rot after tobacco has been hung into cur¬
ing barn®.

The spores contained on the curing tobacco will

not geminate and develop pole rot, however, unless there is
excessive moisture on the curing tobacco.
It is not always possible throughout curing under natural
conditions to keep the surface of the curing tobacco free
enough of moisture to avoid the development of pole rot.

The

alternative is firing to regulate the temperature and rela¬
tive humidity, and by this means to prevent the occurrence
of pole rot and the damage the disease ordinarily causes
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11).
The poor color that sometimes develops on cured tobacco
may result from several different reasons.

One reason is

farmers often harvest tobacco before it ha® matured suffi¬
ciently, and such tobacco never cures with desirable colors.
Another reason is that very often temperatures in curing barns
are not kept within the ranges that permit the curing processes
to go to completion, causing poor colors in the cured tobacco.
\

The correction for these difficulties Is, firstly, to let

tobacco mature better before it is harvested, and secondly,
to regulate the temperature end relative humidity to proper
ranges with artificial best during curing*
Fuels for 8upplenental Heat
It haa bean found that charcoal and propane are suitable
sources of heat for curing tobsccc.

Charcoal has been the

standard fuel for decades.
In 1949, a trial cure was run in the South with liquified
petroleum gas as a fuel.

Two trial cures were made with L.F.

gas in Connecticut during the 1950 curing season,

then it

became known In Parch, 1951 that firing with L.P. gas pro¬
duced higher quality tcbsooc then did firing with charcoal,
Apt #1 ro provided many ottm* tdvantages such cf reduction in
ooFt of labor and fuel, many grower? decided to adopt gas as
fuel for the 1951 curing season {15}.
Liquified petroleum grses

re hydrocarbons or mixtures

of hydrocarbon* that have been ohangerl to the liquid phase
under pressure In order to facilitate the transportation,
storage, and uo# of the gas.

Th# term ‘‘liquified petroleum

gas* or L.P.-gas means any product which is composed pre¬
dominantly of any of the following hydrocarbons or mixtures
thereofi propane, propylene, butenes (normal and Isobutenes)
and butylenes,

from the liquid phase theae gases change all

to the gaseous phase as long &a the temperature remains over
their boiling points,

for propane and butane these boiling

points are respectively - 44 degrees F. and +31 degrees F. at
atmospheric pressure.

Liquified petroleum gases, when released,

expand rapidly fro© liquid into the gaseous phase in a ratio
of approximately 270 to 1 (16).
The present investigation deni® with the possibility of
using kerosene an a. satis?notary source of heat for the curing
of cigar tobacco.

It will reduce the coat of fuel needed for the

purpose considerably below the cost of L.?. gas and much
below the cost of charcoal.

Kerosene and i*.F, gas are 'Doth

hydrocarbons and should yield the case* combustion products,
which are released directly under the tobacco in the b^ro by
the burners.
Mo$t burning 1netallatIona are manufactured with special
attention to the fuel which they arc intended to burn at a
maximum efficiency,

Shell Ho* 1 hero sene woo used in this

experiment.

Because of the open-flsaw-type burner® which re 1 #*/.«•
their combust41 on-oroductc in the barn itself, oil with the
loweat poaeibl* sulphur-content should be used.

Too much

sulphur Sr> the oil use* for curing right cauce tobacco to
became yellow, which Sr intolerable for oigrr tobacco.
All No. 1 oil distributed by different cnrptmi a a will
not necessarily burn satisfactorily in the *bodel ?•* surer.
If for feme re cron hc^yy end JS.ght oils -re brought together
the oil may still be Ho* 1 oil but the heavy oils which do
not easily evaporate may be left behind on the bowls and wicks
causing the burner to clog up.

It is therefore nceersry to

obtain a clean kerosons that has not been contaminated with
heavier oils.

9

The vaporising portion of these burners (chimneys)
operate® around a temperature of 6 0-700 degree® F.

(15).

Oils not readily vaporising under these temperatures would
be left behind as residue, which would greatly disturb the
ease of lighting the wicks for the second time.
It Is recommended by the manufacturer that oil of the
following properties be used in the "Model A" curers.
Flashpoint - 115° F. Minimum (Pensky Martin closed
cup test)
Distillation Hang© - (First drop
330 - 340°
{10$ Receivers
350 - 370°
(9C$> in Receivers 490 - 500°
(End Point
under 350°
Gravity

- 40 - 44 degrees Baum©

Carbon residue

- Minimum

Sulphur

- Minimum

F.)
F.)
F.)
F.)

The analysis of the oil provided by the distributor
produced the following information:
Gravity0

API

41.5

Color Graybolt

±21

Flash Tag. C.C.o f.

127-

Sulphur °/o

.04

#.

Corrosion C 122° F.

Keg.

Hams. Carbon Residue

.002

Kinematic Vise. C 100° F. f/s

1.80

Doctor Test

Neg.

Aniline Point °F.

149.5

ASTM Distillation °F.

10

p.

33.a

10 °/o evaporated

384

28 °/o

411

50 °/o

445

90 %

506

98 °/o

528

f.B.P.

549

These tests are In accordance with latest ASTM or W - L - 791
methods.

The sulphur content Indeed Is negligible.

i
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IFMSNT AND INSTALLATION
Oilfiring: Installation
The main objective for the use of supplemental heat
probably will be for reducing excessive humidity over rela¬
tively short periods of time.

A system providing this c&p&eity

and to be practical mint not be prohibitive in cost.

It has

to be efficient, reliable, safe and convenient.
The oilburning Installation with 90 burners was obtained
from Smith Heating, Xnc.f Kinston, North Carolina.

This type

of burner is known in the South as Smith's Model "A* Oil
Burning Tobacco Curar.

These burners were installed from

June 18 to June 26 in barn No. 14 which is nearest to Main
Street and on the westward side.
The installation is made up of four sections (see blue¬
print): A, S, C and B.
lines with burners.
pipe-sections.

Each section has four parallel main

These lines can be broken down in shorter

Each section had to be connected to its own

fuel tank and all fuel tanks were located on the south aide
of the barn.

Although one central tank is desirable from a

viewpoint of refilling and transportation, the rate at which
the oil will reach all burners is considerably increased by
having four separate ©mailer tanka, each supplying one
individual part of the curing system.
The rated BTU output per burner (see blueprint) is
approximately 12,250 BTU.

With 90 burners this provides a

barn total of 1,102,500 BTU per hour.

The original setup called for stakes in the ground to
fasten the pipelines on with wire.

As this was found too

laborious during the trial-test without tobacco In the barn,
the sections were placed upon brleks which suited the purpose.
The Instruction sheet calls for a far more rigid installing
procedure (Appendix).
As all sections need to be levelled to insure an even
oil flow to every burner, these too have to be level in order
to prevent them from overflowing or drying up.

It if? clear

from the blueprint ®s well as the instruction sheet th«t the
installation Is meant to be a permanent one, to be used dur¬
ing several years in the same barn.

An afeaoluteljlevei floor

is a prerequisite to proper functioning of this Installation.
On the basis of Professor E. Cox’s experience and the
heating value obtained from charcoal. Including infiltration
of air In fairly open bams, a heat-input of around one
million BTU per hour for a 128 by 30 foot barn was thought
adequate to maintain a temperature differential of a 40° F.
The total inside floor area for the 126 by 30 oil-fired bam
equals 4,096 square feet, which amounts to 45.5 square feet
per burner (90 burners).

Tor the gas-fired bam this figure

amounts to 65 square feet (64 burners).
Gasfiring Installation
This equipment consisted of a portable outfit with one
central 1 1/2 inch main pipe running lengthwise through the
middle of the barn.

Ten-foot long neoprene tubings connected

to take-offs on the main pipe supplied two burners in series.
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Each burner provided with a “manual control*1 valve which per¬
mits reducing the gas input to one stove and not to the other
or both stoves, provides more flexibility hb to temperature
oontrol in the vicinity of the unite.

In addition, each

arrangement is provided with an on-end-off valve which la
attached to the main gas supply line In the barn.

The manual

control valve when open permits the full amount of 10 cubic
feat per hour to rtggi Into the burner, and when closed through
a by-paee in the valve. It permits a factor of safety when the
etevee are operating under extremely drefty conditions.
This equipment is manufactured by the Buckeye Incubator
Company, Springfield, Ohio.

The stoves are designed to oper¬

ate at a pressure of 11 inches of water.

This is about the

standard pressure reouired on this type of eouinment.

It la

required to maintain as close en possible a pressure of 11
Inches of wetor in the main line.

If the pressure Is too high

(more then 11 Inches voter column), inefficient burning re¬
sult a

when It Is too low, the burner cannot deliver ita

mnxtaun capacity, which is 10 cubic feet per hour.
A portable installation is preferable ow*r * permanent
one on it fits better In the scheme of operation of tobaccocuring borne In the Connecticut Valley and reduce* coat as
the equipment can be used for several barns during one season.
The burners are supplied by one 500 gallon central fuel tank,
rented from the gas company, which is mounted on skid® to ease
transportation end prevent the tank from rolling (see picture).
Although the tank has a capacity of 500 gallon* (water volume).

14

for nake of safety It Is not to be filled over 80 per cent
to allow liquid expansion and pressure in the tank to stay
within a reasonable safety range.

at 100° F. pure butene

exerts a pressure of about 3? P3I and propane about 174 PHI.
The total pressure depends upon the percent r.*?e and vapor pres¬
sure of the individual gases.

It io essential for safe opera¬

tion that n great enough vapor cushion axiata above the- level
of the liquid within the tank.

I* the tank **ere filled nearly

full and if wueh higher temperatures were encountered, the
liquid would expand and indeed would fill the entire tenk*
A further slight increase in temperature would rupture either
& safety plats, valve or the complete tank*
One single g&® burner has a 8TU output of approximately
21,000 BTU which provides for the gas-fired bam with 64
burners (one per 65 sou ere feet) a total of 1,344,000 RTtJ.
This In potentially higher than the 1,102,500 for 90 burners
In the oil-fired barn.

However, n greater number of burners,

each with -«i smaller

output, provides a better temperature

distribution than fewer burners, *?eh with a higher BTW output.
The two inside burner-rows in the ril-fired hern are identical
as for 4«.s burner position an the lines is concerned*

^s wall-

aide burners (see blueprint) have the sane distance between
the lines and on the lines; however, the

burner position Is

such tbst oagh burner ie loor.ted halfway between the burners
on the lnelde lines.

This ensures a more tmiforw heat dlstrl-

butIon throughout the barn and prevents formation of hot air
pockets,

fewer burner® often need to burn higher in order to

15

provide enough heat.

Frequently this results In too nuoh

heat around end ebove the burners and not enough between them.
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IffSTfnMOTATXOII
The Instrumentation for measuring ambient temperatures
and dee point temperatures consisted of three Foxboro record-

Ing potentiometers for use with resistance temperature sens¬
ing elements and tiercels,.

Two <?ars maltl-reoopfl Dynnlog

6-point recorders situated on the south side of the gas-fired
barn.

The third 1nutriment, a 6*g**nt&l Chart Dynalog

Heeorder, provided records of 84 different me retirements on
one chart.

Each »r.fnrfaent in recorded in an individually

Identified eefjmcnt.

A selector switch automatically connects

cfter another of the sensitive elements to the recorder.
Automatic selection issy be Intercepted to permit r orrsc-l con¬
trol or. soling at any time.

The switching sequence is a cow-

plete cycle of 24 points in l? 1/8 minutes for a 24-hour
period.

All three Instrument € may he used for either tempera¬

te or dew point neasurf^ents for ell emilafel# points on
the recorder.

A continuous record is made up of small closely-

spacisd ink dcU# red on the £4~po!nt recorder for all points,
and various colors on the 6-point recorder*.

Both 6-polnt

recorders hsve the same colors which made It necessary to
designate each in strums it t & co'Ia letter.

This code letter Is

x for the recorder on the southwest and y for the one on the
southeast end of the gas-fired hern.

Beth 6-point instruments

complete on# cycle In 3B feotvnds, recording a new measurement
six seconds.

’

All three recorders msfce v®e of circular

o^srts oa *%leh on. »tngl* *ox P*a an ths pen arts.

In c«ts. of

IV

the ?4~point instrument, prints Its measurement.

In case of

the 6-point instrument*?, the pen ana picks up one of six
different pens ond replace a the pen after the measurement is
recorded#
wheel•

daoh pen refers to on® specific color on the ink-

haoh color is keyed; pen, color

nd measurement arc

positively synchronized, which permitted changing of the se¬
quence without confusion (17).
Pewcel Operation
Dew point temperatures were measured by Foxboro Dynalog
electronic type Dewed a.

these Dewed® may be installed in

any desired position as long as the sensitive descent ie
immersed in the atmosphere being measured#

Maximum peidaal-

ble temperatures are not above 220° F., with a minimum of
lower than -60° F.

The system functions perfectly in etill

dr and should not bo exposed to air velocities above 50 feet
per minute#

To prevent the latter, the Dewoels vere inserted

in special draft shield boxes.
Moisture determination by the Dewcel is b&ssd on the
fact that for every water vapor pressure in contact with a
saturated salt solution there is an equilibrium temperature
at which this eolation neither absorbs nor gives up moisture
to the surrounding ataoapher •

below tnie equilibrium

temperature the salt solution absorbs moisture; above the
equilibrium temperature, salt solution dries out until only
dry cry stale are l$*ft.
The Dewed i* « thin-walled metal socket covered with
a woven glaa* tape Impregnated with lithium chloride#

A
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23-volt alternating current poster supply la connected to &
pair of silver fires ’found over the tape.

If the temperature

of'the Deweel i» below the equilibrium temperature, the salt
absorbs moisture from the atmosphere, the conductivity of the
solution on the tape between the wires Increases, and the
current flow Increases, raising the
tfcffip ratur©*

>*'»oel to equilibrium

This temperature is then determined and used on

a measure of dew-point temperature m recorded on the circular
charts (I?).
Vhe current for thy Dewed la furnished by a pew^r unit
which consists of a step-down transformer {^5 v. sec.)
ballast resistor to limit the starting current.

*nd a

Ml power

units were located on the shed wall m&r the recording in¬
strument and grouped on boards.

The ballast resistor is in

effect a 30-volt dO-w&tt lamp bulb.

The lamp will glow until

the Pcwccl connected to it is heated up properly.

The bulb

operates thereafter without glowing unless & sudden large
Change in the humidity conditions requires a large increase
in currant to restore the- Dewed to the equilibrium tempera¬
ture.
Heelstance Try Bulb Operation
The Model 7086-UR-28 surface temp rater® bulb is
supplied for the measurement of the temperature of stationary
surfaces.

Its operating range is -40° F• to ♦300° F.

A set

of padder coil® must be used with the bulb which consists of
* §#r1r& resistor in the white lead, a shunt resistor between
the white and felrdk leads and an

resistor between the
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green end black leads.

This padder ooll assembly Is contained

within a Junction box.

This type of bulb has to be handled

with extreme caution to avoid breaking the bulb or leads dur¬
ing Installation as they do not h«▼« protective housing of
conventional types cf resistance bulbs.
Instrument Installation
The instruments were tested and calibrated during the
month of June in the laboratory.
made to install them in the barns.

On June 18, a beginning was
Preliminary wiring con¬

nections had been made up In the laboratory which have to be
made before the bulbs can be Installed.

All connections were

carefully soldered and wrapped with a suitable Insulating
tape to prevent short circuit or grounding.

After wiring was

completed, a check was made for short circuits.

The 24 point

instrument was installed during June to ensure proper func¬
tioning.
August,

The two 6 point instruments were installed during
The final locations for dewcells -nd temperature

measurement® were selected after measurements with the 24 point
recorder had been compared during the time the oil firing
\

installation was tried out without tobacco In one barn.
Power Line
A temporary power line was run from the south edge of
Bradstreet along the side of Main Street with the side road
leading to the two barns.
♦ 1500 feet.

The cables had e total length of

Tn the oil fired barn this main power supply

of 220 volte was connected to a transformer which reduced the
voltage to the standard use of 120 volts, on which all recorders

r

s?o

operated.

Western Massachusetts Electric Company erected

for this purpose one extra pole to tap power from the main
supply leading towards Bradstreet and Installed a watt-meter
to check the amount used.

A furrow had to be plowed In the

side road to eliminate possible danger of the wires being
caught by implements, or hoofs of horses.

This temporary

system proved satisfactory in every respect.
Paring the first test of the oil installation without
tobacco in the barn, the PA point recorder was operated on
the power supply of a transportable gasoline generator which
provided also no difficulty.

TRIAL tnST ? I TROUT TOBACCO
On June 26 the installation of oilburnrs and instruments
(24 points) was completed.

After every burner section had

been levelled with a small surveying level and each burner
individually with a plumbers level, the oil tanks were opened
up and after about twenty minutes most wicks were ready to
light.

Leveling the sections was extremely difficult as the

slightest movement on one of the pipe sections would eet all
the burners off level for one particular section.

This

became clear by accidentally stepping upon a pipe section.
Bricks proved to be helpful in adjusting the burner height,
but in parts of the sections considerable digging had to be
accomplished to lower or raise the lines off level,
to have the bowls filled with oil to about 3/£*.

in order

If all

burners are level this procedure is easy enough by lowering
the carburetor outside which feeds all burners of one section.
However, much raising or lowering with it cannot be done
because either the bowls run over or dry up.

The distance

for adjustment is extremely small, often not more than a
fraction of an Inch.
The burners performed very satisfactorily, burning with
even blue flamee even during a brief thunderstorm with high
wind velocity.

The Arabs ret weather station recording: 84.6° F.

mean temperature for the day, with a maximum of 90° F. and a
minimum of 71° F., the relative humidity being 74 per cent.
The number of hours bright sunshine for Juno 26 was 11.7,

P2

wind direction N.W., with & maximum velocity of 10 miles per
hour*

The maximum outside temperature as recorded by the
recorder was 104° P. with a minimum of

F.

temperature on the first tier was around 111°

Inside mean

f\,

second tier

115'" Fthird tier 116° F., fourth tier approximately 119° P.
Within one inch under the peak the temperature went up to a
high of 134° F.

It became clear that the temperatures did

not fluctuate much in the barn and final location of instru¬
ment at lo n became primarily one of the right distribution
over all tiers according to the number available for each b^rn.
Observations
During this Initial setup it became obvious that the oil
Installation as such had certain distinct characteristics
which do not fit In the scheme of operation of tobacco bams
here in the Valley.

It wag clear also that their burning

performance was satisfactory.
The Installations1 main drawback seemed to be that of
not being portable and flexible, enabling the user to aove
it with & minimum of effort to operate the ourer for the
next burn.
Supplemental heat application is dependent upon the out¬
side weather conditions; however, the initial firing period
or green firing is on the average an operation of 7H-100 hours
after which period its application i® dependent upon moisture
conditions In the barn.
be necessary.

A second firing period may or may not

Thus the more barns any curing Installation

1'3

will be able to serve, the cheaper the cost of operation
the no re practical for the user.

nd

Only equipment like that

which Is provided in the L.P-gaa installations is truly
flexible end portable, and at the name tine relatively safe,
reliable snd comparatively cheap in moving from one barn to
another*

The central tank is mounted on skidg and moved

easily la a lift wagon constructed for that purpose.

The

nature of barn operations while loading the tobacco aikea it
customary to drive with wagons, tractors >*»nd horses through
the barn.
purpose.

This implies a path free of obstacles for the
A permanent ell installation with rigid pipe sus¬

pended throughout the barn, with no means to brush It aside,
Is not feasible.

Sven if the pipe is hurled underground,

the above ground laterals and bulky and partially rigid
burners provide great inconvenience.

Heavy wagons could

easily damage the not deeply buried pipes (3 Inches) end
break the laterals fro® them.

Labor would hevs to be con¬

stantly on the lookout for not stepping upon vital p-rte
which Ip not tolerable during such a fast operation as har¬
vesting should be.

In order to keep dismantling snd aneembl-

ing to & minimum end enable mor* convenient storage until the
actual curing procedure, all four section® were cut and
supplied with additional unions in such a manner that only
four long main lines with the bum r bowls still attached
could be removed,

the original setup made it possible only

to disconnect all pipe sections.

This enabled storage until

September on long nails alongside the well (ace photo)•

the
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hoods or canopies stored along the sidewall with the chimneys.
Although not Ideal, this proved to be the only way to enable
driving through the barn.
with the gas firing Installation, driving through the
barn Is no problem as the burners are connected either to
one central main pipe in the middle of the barn or to main
pipes on each sidewall lengthwise.

This enables putting the

burners either in one row in the barn or in two rows along
each side wall.

Furthermore, es it is not usual to drive in

the barn with the burners already installed, it would, how¬
ever, be possible without much difficulty.

The advantage of

the gas installation, however, is that the main pipes are
either already present in the barn or, in case of a complete
portable installation, only one pipe has to be laid out.

The

burners can be brought to the barn a few minutes before firing
as connecting to the main pipe is a matter of minutes.
Modification of Equipment
Permission was obtained from the manufacturer to convert
one section in what was thought to be a more flexible unit.
The general idea is very much the same as that for a
portable gas installation.

Carburetor and burners are mounted

on vertical iron rods which are to be stuck in the dirt floor,
and can be moved by releasing a setscrew toward the desired
level.
These modified burners were stripped of their lever
attachment and connections which had previously been fastened
on one of the rigid pipes.

This left only the bowl with its

24k

2mm with chiasr^y in firing position
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8/16* pipe section.

On the opposite side of the 5/16• pip*

a r~shaped iron bar (see photo) on wntch lowir outside-end a

5/e*

pipe section with a setscrew was welded to the bowl

collar.

This pipe section slides ovs^ the X/2* vertical rod

with the burner.

Sufficient support la supplied by this con¬

struction to hold the relatively heavy vaporiser (chimney).
The 5/W* pipe is accoierodated with a T-coup. Ing and. anil
valve to permit one burner to be extinguished while the one
on the inside nearest to the main line will continue to bum.
Neoprene 5/16 inch tubings extended from the central pipe
section and between the burners supply the oil.

The carbure¬

tor is based on the same idea between the central main end
the oil tank; however, this time Inside the barn, which
is more convenient in determining the desired level.
Still far from ideal, the system was easily installed
and the burners could be placed in any direction desired.
Leveling of the pipe sections was eliminated and only the
burners themselves needed to be level.

It was found, however,

that some difficulty still existed with leveling two burners
on the same line; When one was too high the other flowed over,
and vie® versa.
burners.

Their performance was equal to the rigid

The need was fait for a self-levoi5ng burner to

eliminate leveling in order to make the system more convenient.
Location of Dry- and Dewcel Units
The following drawings show the positions on each tier in
t

the two bams of the measuring devices.
identical for both barne.

As noted, these are

£6

Since there were eleven Dswoels

available, five were

placed in each barn and on© on the outside.

&'lth a totol of

36 measuring unite on all three recorders, this leaves 25 dry
bulb measurements; twelve for each barn and one on the outside.
Each barn thus had 1? points, malting 12 stations.

As the two

six-point recorders provided 12 points together, five units
hfd to be run to the 24~point recorder.

The five points

transferred to this 24-point recorder are designated on the
drawing; the lead® run under ground in a two-inch pipe, from
the gas fired bam towards the recorder on the east side of
the oil fired, barn.
/. a % and y represent one of the six-point Instrurrer. *a «-nd
normal numbers all lead towards the 24-point recorder, each
point and its location is readily identified (see drawings).
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fh« last tobacco to bo hung la th« otlflrod
barn,
*ofco tha cardboard on top of oanh bowl to
proiroat dripping from th« wot tobacoo onto
tha tumor video*

C

HARVEST
^ h© leaves on the plant do not ripen all at on© time
and the plants are harvested at a time when most of the best
leaves are ripe.

This means a compromise between top and

bottom leaves as these at the top rre not quite ripe and the
bottom leaves are overripe.

At this staffs the whole plant

i.e mat and brought Into the barn.
A b£-ginning with harvest vm made on August 30.

Due to

circumstancea, the loads were not evenly divided over both
barns.

On August 30 only the whole fourth tier In the oil-

fired barn was hung.

Duo to rain, hanging did not occur

again until the Pnd of 5eptemb©r and was completed for both
barns on September 6th.
The variety of tobacco used in this experiment was
Havana £1.

In the field It produced &. general even stand,

•omewhat stunted by mosaic.

Although by the method of topping

the worst effect of the mosaic infected topleavee was taken
away, It was possible that enough leaves Infected with the
disease remained on the plant to account for considerable
quality reductions.
It © short length of the tobacco due to mosaic proved to
be more of an advantage from the viewpoint of curing,

much

taller tobacco would undoubtedly have touched the canopies of
the burners.

The burner hood extended 30 inches above the floor

which left approximately four feet for the tobacco, as the
distance from floor to the first tier measured about 61/2

£8

feel.

Tobacco falling on or touching the canopy will not

burn* but in scorched papery blech, us hue been intentionally

Often less than a foot separated hood and

experienced.

tobacco.
In order to have all oil burner? level it was decided to
hang half of the first tier after leveling had b*en don#.
Till a was a strenuous procedure as the tobacco had to be par¬
tially brought in the barn through the sidewall ventilators.
In comparison, the flexible and portable gas unit had a great
advantage*
t s

00or

In the gat-fired barn one could drive threugh and

as hanging was completed the gas burners were connect¬

ed to the central main pipe.
not possible.

With the all burners this ??&s

Another diaadvant&ir* w&a encountered during

Imaging which w&e that the dripping wet tobacco shed eaougli
w&ter on the burners to wet the burner wiebu.

To avid this

the bowls had to be covert4 with small pieces of cardboard.
4 wet wiok is difficult to light and liable to sputter.

The

plates of cardboard can be seen on the photo of the last to¬

bacco being brought into the oil-fired barn.

Tills was an ad¬

ditional operation to the already troublesome install .iion
proofdure.

To reduce overheating, tobacco poles w*re shifted in such
a manner that side alleys were formed.
ly two feet wide.

These were approximate¬

This did not prevent some tobacco from hang¬

ing directly over the burners as the burners were spaced Inter¬
mittently, but the damage was reduced,

overheating causes too

rapid dehydration nad greenish colors.

With burners of a higher

capacity and same type this would have undoubtedly occurred.

Final installation cf the r;ix aettioni; did nut offer
fiw^ difficulty.

Rowv%*% attaining the desired 1 evels was

laudt & r*fc 1neonvanient.

PmmWfATim OF DATA
^ f otfi ivccut:ulfi.ted on the circular charts by
the recording Iret meant#? do not fit in this paper, roan
for om day have been calculated by a pluniaetar.
However, gg mm wkluet over 84 hour period* do not show
critical vertctlor in temperature or humidity, m hour to hour
record bee been compiled fress the charts for the firing periodf and due to the fact that only me 0evoel ^isd one iry bulb
wfr* lQ****6 1ft th* fourth tier, of which ort# Dewcel did not
function properly, relative humidity iieagureaents for the
fourth tier vert onltted for both barns*

ab it was fund

that the ewrape of twelve dry bulb avers&s* did net differ
®are t!**n *** degress fros that of the four dry bulb smeure■? in the m&$ location $?e the four regaining Dt-wo-rls,

™* 1- represents data frees vhicfc the mem relative humid¬
ity ©an be directly derived.
/.II relative humidity readings are be a 3d cn T0.S9 a.m.
Htj.

In order to bn able to here a picture of what sotu&lly

happens to t»»per&turc end relative humidity in tehees* barne

m th(*T him built In the Connecticut Valley, the record was
evaluated over the whole curing aeaeon (ac© Appendix).
h^j curing process of whatever Importance cannot bo
viovod in re&psct to the, firing periods alone,.

it therefore

so

is interesting to note how mueh natural condition® fluctuate
and are able to affect the cure of tobacco after the initial
and artificially Induced conditions have been applied.
First Firing Period (81 hours?
The initial firing, green firing or first firing period,
started Sunday, September 7 at 9505 A.tt. in the oil fired
barn &nA at 10:20 A.h. in the gas fired barn.

The little more

than one hour difference occurred because it was thought that
lighting the oil burners, placing the chimneys on ton of the
bowls, and then placing the hoods over the burners with some
burners not burning properly, would consume considerable time
compared to the starting of the gas firing equipment which
only had to be lighted by a burning stick.

Only a few oil

burners had to be leveled again and the time required for the
whole operation was relatively short.
From the curves (See figs1^2,3 ) It can be seen that the
outside temperature at 9 A.M. was 62° F. with a relative
humidity of 50 per cent.

Inside the oil fired barn (B&m

No* 14) the temperature at 9 A.M. was 52° F., relative humid¬
ity 83 per cent; and in Barn Ho. 15 (ga® fired) 54° F. and
100 per cent, respectively.

The oil burners were burning at

maximum oil flow and performed with even blue flame®.
the prevailing wind direction for September 7th was north
with a maximum velocity of eleven.miles per hour.

The number

of hours of bright sunshine was 6.9.
The outside temperature reached its maximum of 72° F.
shortly after noon.

Both barns were Increasing In temperature

and stayed well below 72° F.

ht 3 o*clock the oil-fired barn

equaled the outside temperature which still w&s at 72° F.,
whereas the gas-fired barn read only 65° F., reaching the
outside temperature of 60° F. at about 5:30

which was

declining*
In six hours the oil-fired bam had increased its tem¬
perature by 20° F.; the gas-fired barn, during that period,
increased only 11° f*

It was recognised that the gas-fired

barn maintained a lower temperature during all days except
for the last day when it equaled that of the oil-fired bam
for two hours.

Then the temperature is higher the relative

humidity consequently will be lower, provided the ventilation
is the same for both barns, and the dew-point temperature low.
If the dew-point temperature is high and therefore the differ¬
ential between it and the dry bulb is smaller, the relative
humidity will be higher*
The curves show very clearly that there was a time lag
between maximum and minimum temperatures In the barns and
those of the outside.

This time lag was about two hours*

It

is also obvious fro® these curves that the Inside tempera¬
tures followed the outside temperatures according to the di¬
urnal variation.

The dew-point curves follow the temperature

curves in a similar pattern*
The outside temperature may determine whether the insids
temperature will be higher or lower during firing at a con¬
stant rats (* fuel flow); however, it will not directly affect
heat distribution*

In this discussion it is well to remember

that the Min effect of the sun was 'to increase the ton >©ra~
ture in the upper part of the bam* which tad a direct of foot
in increasing temperatures for the vfcole tarn dur* ag the day¬
time*

During the night, the lower the outside temperature

falls the ®ore the Inside tea^emture will fall*
According to established prnetlsee which maintain 10-15
points between temperature and relative humidity and 10-20

points between temperatures inside and mat aide, it was noted
that both bami had. too high a temperature during both night
and day*

the gas-fired tarn did not have so great a differ¬

ential as the oil-fired tarn, tat was still on the high level*
Over the entire 81 hour period the oil-fired tarn maintained
a temperature which was on the average 6° F. higher %hm the
ga»-fired to, with the greatest differences bet warn the two
bams oeourr ■ ng shortly after noon md shortly before sunrise.
Compared with the mats!do temperature, the oil-firod tarn
was, o! the average, shortly after noon and shortly before

sunrise, f$° F. hlghert the gas-fired tarn at® F.

fhie ms

for both tarns not in accordance with desirable practises*
However, during the total of 81 hours firing, the difference
between outside and inside temperature for the oil-fired bam
was 18° JYs for the gas-fired tarn, 14° F*

this brings the

gas-fired bam into the desired range, tat the oil-fired tarn
was too hig:. ♦
the mean difference between the dew-point and dry bulb
*

during the first, second, third and fourth days was: for the
eitafired tarn 14, 15, 21, 1$§ for the gas-fired bam 8, 11,

%• c

IS*

This was much too high for the oil-fired barn and

slightly too high for the gas-fired barn, because for erring
stall tobacco 6-8 points are desired (13).
The greatest significance is seen in the Kean relative
humidity curves.

The amount of moisture in the two bams

during 81 hours firing was very divergent.

Of course higher

temperatures would have the effect of lowering relative humid¬
ities, and this would be one of the primary causes of a much
lower mean dew-point in the oil-fired bam during firing.

It

was «&£0 noted that the curve for the gas-fired barn was vore
erratic than the one for the oil-fired barn.

The outelde rel¬

ative humidity slopes into a short peak generally about two
hours after noon.

This was comparable with the rise in tea-

p^rutum during the morning which culminated in its highest
value shortly after noon time, causing the relative humidity
to be lowest for the day.

The temperature outside dropped

somewhat slower than the relative humidity increased.

This

was probably caused by the sudden fog spread from the area
known vs the ^rent Pond*

,nd the Connootlcut Elver, which

it is believed accounted for the sudden rise in relative
humidity and consistency of the curve along 100 per cent
during the night and early morning.

This fog was observed

and noted to vary in density during the early part of the
evening, completely saturating the outside air around 10 P.M.
This can easily be observed during the night with a flash¬
light whose beau shows not only density but also particle
site
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The faot that the oil-fired barn was so much lower In
relative humidity than the gas-fired barn was not readily ex¬
plained on the basis of higher temperatures alone.

It is

believed that due to the very uniform heat distribution in
the oil-fired barn this fog had not the same opportunity of
diffusing into the oil-fired barn as In the gas-fired barn,
id though higher temperatures would be the main reason, the
very uniform heat distribution by the greater number of burn¬
er® made It possible that an overall higher temperature re¬
sulted.

The rapid Increase in outside temperature during the

morning until noon and rapid decrease at night until early
morning effected the inside temperature of the oil-fired barn
considerably towards undesirable higher levels.
Among th© features of the I*.P. gas installation ia the
fuel Itself.

During the night pressure from the gas tank

seemed to become leas th® colder the tesperature became*
Apparently the liquified petroleum does not vaporize at a
constant rate above Its boiling point.

This, however, was a

desirable feature as it reduced the heat Input in the bam
In h-rmony with the outside temperature, with only slight
manual adjustment® needed.

Kerosene, being a non-pressurlxad

liquid, doe® not posse®® this ability and maintains equal
amount of oil flow under any temperature change.

Thermostatic¬

ally controlled units would eliminate the danger of running
the barn temperature over the desired range, and although not
used in the experiment, are available with the oil firing
units*
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fh© curves show also that temperatures of 100° F.
occurred for a short period of time.

It la well known that

tobacco which is cured too rapidly by too high a temperature
becomes greenish in color and la •hayed-down* to a more or
lees extent.

This will happen when tobacco brought into the

barn is subjected for a number of hours to temperatures near
and over 100° F•

Although the greenish color did not seem

to be present, it is likely that the tobacco received injur¬
ious effects from that particular treatment idlere drying proceded too fast, killing loaf colls but not suffIciont^to
make the green oolor dominant.
The temperature curves show that efforts were made to
lower the temperature in the ollfired bam shortly after noon
on September 9, which brought both barns considerably closer
In temperature.

During the night the gssflred barn tempera¬

ture went down much lower than the oil fired bam.

The high

outside air temperature of the following day, plus a minimum
input of supplemental heat, caused a temperature over 100° F
in the ollfired barn.

Curing at temperatures over 100° F.,

even with sufficient humidity, is likely to result in an
abnormal cure.

Therefore it seems safer to cure at lower

temperatures with lower relative humidities in order to avoid
unbalanced air conditions during high temperatures, which un¬
doubtedly resulted in the ollfired barn.
As the relative humidity was considerably lower for the
ollfired barn throughout the curing season, it seems probable
that injurious effects of overheating prevented the tobacco
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from taking on moisture at the same rate as the gas-fired
tobacco did, during the night.

These injurious effects must

have been established during the very first curing dfiiys which
necessarily were the first firing period of 81 hours.

This

seems the more likely as the greater air movement from the
heat of 90 evenly distributed burners prevented the formation
♦

of hot air pockets or at least reduced them to a minimum.

In

the gas-fired barn with 64 burners, possibilities for the for¬
mation of air pockets were much greater.

In the oil-fired

barn more burners provided a better heat distribution and a
better air circulation*

Ae is remembered,

the first tier had

many side alleys due to the effort of saving tobacco from
hanging too close on the hood of the oil burners and those
alleys provided a much better ventilation and greater air
movement within the barn, with the possibility that moisture
could be more rapidly diffused out. of the barn through the
very open sidewalls.

In the gas-fired barn these alleys were

made, too, although they were not necessary - as the gas
burners were much lower - but in general seemed to be less
pronounced than in the oil-fired barn.

Tills naturally had a

great influence upon ventilation, and the diffusion of mois¬
ture laden air out of the barn, which controls the rate of
moisture evaporating from the leaf area and in general con¬
stitutes an evaporation gradient which becomes greater further
away from the leaf mass, depending upon wind direction and
velocity.
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The second firing period whip! occurred for twelve hours
on September 16 from 3 /-•&» to 8 r.te# did not chow much
difference with regard to tempersture between both b-.rr.s*
ffcc &*nln difference 1# seen from the curves for relative
htusidity* which again was much lower for the oil-fired bens,
decreasing at a steady rate and reaching the outside relative
bwldltjr considerably earlier than the gas-fired barn did*
k lower relative humidity for the kerosene-fired b m

might also be partially due to e lesser amount of moisture
released by the combustion of the fuel.

If one eon side re

that 1*6 pounds of water was released for every pound of gas
burned, then with a feel consumption of 970 gallons of LA •
gas# 7018.04 pound g of ester was released, which equals a
quantity of 841.3 gallons during ©3 hours*

For fcar sene,

with l.l poundb of water released for every pound burned,
6181*1 pounds of water are released with a fuel eon stir t ion
of ?03 gallons of oil, or 621.3 gallons of water par 93 hours
Cl gallon distilled water - 8.336-9 pounds).

This difference

In amounts of moisture released by the fuel certain con¬

tributed to dearssee the evaporating gradient within the grsfired burn in which most su 1 store was released by the combus¬
tion Of the fuel*(See Table 2)
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when the leave® were thoroughly cured and no green mt&~
ribe existed, the plants were taken down although the etalke
were still green*

The plants were piled on the ground #leh

vas covered with paper to prevent dirt getting onto the leaves.
Taking down tobacco ie only advisable when the leaves are
pliable.

Usually a period of rainy or foggy weather will

dampen tobacco due to the hygroscopic properties of mineral
salts in the tobaoco which enable it to absorb moisture
(Anderson).
Before taking down the esrperlmenttil tobacco, a natural
damp occurred and for this reason the tobacco was steamed
down, which was done on October 30 In the gas-fired bcrn.

A etecija generating unit operating around 90 pound® pressure
blows stems through a flexible hose which is operated by one
man in the bam.

steam clouds are blown horizontally under

the tobacco, which, after a certain tlm depending upon the
moisture condition®, becomes pliable and can be taken down.
Both bans were stemmed although the oil-fired tobacco wae
steamed to a lesser extent.
The tobacco was stripped and made into bundles of
50 to 70 pounds.
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Botli barn© we graded in the sorting rooms of the
Imperial Agrioultural Corporation in Hatfield*

Thia oompany

graded their tobacco into the following grades! Lcng~3ec••■ml*;
Long- krk Wrapper; Short-Second a Ho* 1; JBiort-Seoomie No. 2;
•Short-Park Wrapper and Stemming.

For comparison, all tiers

vm'e Headed separately ami the weights of each grade obtained
were kept separate*
tiftit* _3_ represent a pounds of tobacco obtained in each
grade with percentage figure a on the baala of tier, grade
Mici b?irn.

Hie oil-fired tobacco la designated with the letter

me the gee*fired with *B*.

The lowest section on the

tnble represents total pound* per grade, and alto erpree'je*
value-* ae percentages for the barn total.

In the

column * AOtai hbz** the figure a represent tctalti fox* each

i-Acr m pounds ard ul&o empress the percentage on the baaie
of total pounds graded for aeefc km.

The* difference between tier© on & total basis were not
wry impressive*

The foui'th tiers hud nearly the <f ******

vBcunt$ of cured tobacco.

The small total amount more in

die oil-fired barn (45C lbs.) which represented only 4 per
cent of the two bam-totals together (11.316 lbs.) might be
partially due to Kicietur© absorption during the days the
bundles ver© kept In the barti and after this period in the
sorting room Itself.

These figures represent only graded to¬

bacco, whereas those for weighing in before grading differ
slightly* These can be disregarded for the purpose of comparison*
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In order to establish any significant differences
between the amounts obtained on each tier and per grnde for
the oll-flred and the gas-fired barns,

an analysis of va-

rl&nee was ro&de.
Although In general no great differences can be detected
from the grading figures,

this difference cannot be Judged

on the baele of pound, alone.

For this reason Index-figures

are shown in Table __3_ which were derived by multiplying the
percentage-figure from tier-total with the price for each grade
The prices as obtained from the Imperial Agricultural Office
in Hartford wore the following:
Long-Second*

Long-D* irks
Short-Seconds 1

"hort - 31* co nd s 2
Short-Dark together

with stealing

per id.
.80
1.00
*

80

.13

•■s the grade »Short-Darks" yields only a very small number
of pounds, this company combines Sfcort-Parla with Stemming,

The prices arc generally aonesfcat high but for comparative
purposes they are satisfactory.

LONG-SECONDS

LQHG-DARXS

SHOOT-SECONDS

SHORT-SKCCNDS

SHORT-DARKS

No: 2
~

-

!

A

B

382

381

325

49.3

51.5

41.9

B

A

12.6

14.2

13.8

6.5

7.0

5.5

«

STEMMING

TOTAL

A

B

A

B

A

3

5

14

25

16

17

10

21

25

0.7

1.9

3.2

2.2

2.2

1.4

13.2
5.4

9.1

15.7

12.5

22.7

0.1

0.3

17.7
0.4

0.3

0.3

11.5
0.2

34

44

48

22

2.0

2.9

--293
39.6

I

. A »
B »

•* /m

B

A

LBS

1

3.4

B

A

‘

Ollflred
Gasflred

775
loop

2,7
10.0

10.9

0.4

0.5

34

56

69

1.2

2.0

3.0

4.1

100.0

37.5

29.3

39.1

26.5 ’

30.0

32.0

0.9

0.4

0.6

1.0

1.3

739

LBS/TIER 4

loop

$6 From Tier Total
^

13.6 ,

13.2

M
"

i

Grade "
Bam ■

!
r

1
i

1011

72k

742

704

53.6

39.3

41.8

33.3

47.2
29.6

11
0.6

31.3

31.8

20.0

38.2

2.3
31.2

17.2

14.6

12.6

13.0

0.2

0.6

0.7

1886

1683

IBs/TTER 3

100.0

5 From Tier Total
" Grade "
31.0 | $
$

"

Barn

"

\

1
870

i

910

697

724

26

28

44

42

22

30

63

75

50.5

50.3

40.5

40.0

1.5

1.6

2.5

2.3

1.3

1.7

3.7

4.1

100 0

23.7

34.0

29.4

32.7

47.3

-31,5_

31.2

32*8

29.3

34.5

29.9

32.6

20.3

14.8

16.8

11.8

13.3

0.4

o.5

0.7

0.8

0.4

°.5

1.1

1.4

596

605

494

13

13

28

22

14

71

61

5.1
26.5

?72

13

L51*4
25.4

49.7
22.2

40.3

41.2

0.8

1.1

25.5

22.3

23.6

14.6

1.9
19.9

13.1

11.-o

10.3

9.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

1.8

.

17.2

0.9
18.7

14.9

4.7
33.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

1.2

1.1

128

75

211

230

3.6

4.2
10^.0

1.1

1722

1809

i no n

03.3 II %

"

uer Toiiai
Grade "

%

"

Bam

1190

1503
100.0

100.0

25.5

LBs/TTE^ 2
r **

"

T.RS/'PTVfl 1
% From

Tier Total

22. ill yb

H

Cr r Ad e

**

%

"

Barn

M

\

3035

•

2681

2369

2215

89

55 '

51.6

49.4

40.2

40.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

354

—

154

—

—

0.9
100.0

34

141
2.4

2.4

1.3

87
1.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

lOn.o

lon.o

—

—

12-

—

13

1

\

5886

5430

100.0

Colura Total

100.0

LBS

p Eronr BeTTitrvtnl
1

19

LBS.Diff.betw.Gr.

i

.4

SECONDS

LOEG-DARKS

SHORT-SECONDS

SHORT-SECONDS

B

A

B

B

A

A

B

.02 6

.018

.006

.020

.018

.032

.320

.015

.016

.020

.018

.330

.008

.011

.015

.014

J.35 ...

.317

---■.,007

.536

.472

.n>*

.33^

.505

.503

.7,2k

.514

.497

.322

.

TOTAL
Index Figures

.019

.*93 *515

STEMMING

ho: 2

ffo: 1
A

SHORT-DARKS

A

B

A

B

A

B

♦

.006

.006

.867 -•.875
w1

•

• 0Q5

.008

.879

.866

«

III

•

•

.007

.008

.871

.865

"

IT

•

•

.007

.008

.866

.860

■

I

•

Tie

TV
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AVEHA0S VALUE Of THE TOBACCO
Thara was little difference in the value of the tobacco
per pound in the oil fired and the gas fired barns.

Using

the same price for each grade of tobacco, and the percentage
yields of grades per barn, it was found that the tobacco in
the oil fired barn was worth 87 cents per pound and th#t in
the gas fired barn 86 cents per pound.
Price per Grade and Percentage Obtained
:
Grade

OAS

OIL

*
a

Price
*
:
lb/cto
Grads
i
Long-Seconds 100 • 51.6
i
Long-Parks
80 :
40.2
:
Short-Sec. 1 100 $
0.8

lbs.

*

lbs.

1

3035

3036.00

49 • 4

2681

2681•00

2369

1895.20

40.8

2215

1772.00

55

55.00

1*6

89

89.00

118.80 i

2.4

128

102.40

5.8

31?

41.21

8430

4685.61

%

....

i

Short-Sec. 2
Short-Darks
* Stemming
'Total

80
IS

a
a

2.4
■*

s
:
4.8
t•t
t
♦
♦♦• 100.

141

«
«
«

£86

37.18 j«
-

5886

Average value of tobacco

6138.18 :< 100.
0.87 s

Although the average price per pound of tobacco, and

0.86
Iso the

percentage of grades of tobacco obtained from the oil fired
barn were somewhat greater than those obtained from th# gas
fired barn, these values were not the only factors that should
be considered in determining the value of kerosene for curing
of tobacco.

If the total cost of the installation Is to bo

compared, certain differences reveal that the oil installation
was considerably more expensive than the gas Installation, and
this is a very important factor.
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fuel consumption
7

All four oil tanks had an Individual capacity of 55

gallons.

For practical reasons it was assumed that their

maximum eontent was never over 53 gallons after filling.

Th#

gas tank maximum oontent was taken at 80 per cent.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

7
8
9
10

Oil

C A3. '

193
157
182
87

227^3
233*7
245.1
79.1

m*

Sept. 16

84

Total gallons

186.

703 ffi 16 1/2 ote.

970. ® 21 ots.

ihs amount of oil used eould have been considerably less as

It was established that the oll-flred barn maintained too high
a temperature with consequently higher fuel consumption.
Cost
fne f°llo*ing summation presents both Installations on a

oasis of comparative cost.

However, It Is to be noted that

this comparison is with reference to fuel-cost only, which
represents the greatest attraction for the use of oil as a
source of supplemental heat.

COMPARATIVE COST9
Ollflred
Capacity Barns in Acres
Acres loaded in each barn
Total Lbs. cured Tobacco
Graded

Gasflred

4
3.5

4
3.5

5886

5430
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COMPARATIVE 008TB - Cont.
Ollflredf

Qaitflred

Tot;*! Fuel Cost;
?03 Gal. Koroseme No. i
16.5 ote per gallon

$115,395

970 Gel. L-V Gas
£1 cts par gallon

#203.70

Cost per Lb. cured
Tobacco Graded

#0.019?

#0.0375

Cost per Lb. cured
Tobacco before grading

.)0.0203

#0.0370

Average Value of tobacco"'

30.07

10.86

average Value of tobacco
minus fuel cost

#0.85

#0.82

Cost per 'ora:

#33.43

158.20

Difference In coot/acre

$24.??

costs r*> mr. TWSTAUi ATIC-M3

Burner® bo *jr 0...

Pipes, arums,
Valves, etc.

*

480 • —

Burners, Tubing
64 x 10.*

$

Labor 68 nan hre.
x X.-

300.-

#640.♦

Pipes 0.28 35 130 ft.

32.50

Manual Control Valve

50.00

68.Labor 8 man hrs.

attention 31
man hr®.
+ 12 "

#

81 —
12—

Fuel Kerosene No. X | 118 —
#1.-037Difference

8—

Attention 10 man hrs. 10—
Fuel cost

1203.70
15505
# 85.80

The price per gallon of Kerosene No. Iwasl© 1/2 cents;
for L-P gee 21 cents.
♦Based on the price for each grade and number of pounds for
that grade.
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CONCLUSIONS
From tha proof 12n# diecmsion it is established that
mil-burning e<juipnent u1 in the experiment is not «oll
dented to 'iso j,n the Connecticut *rallay*

It it complicated

to* difficult to install to be practical.
#

It w&® felt that possibly a self-leveling type of burner
wight bo rcre usable nn<? slight w^.ko the use of karoaen© &
rrnotlo.fi natter.

It would be wore easily Installed at least.

Indications fern th&.t no harmful effects will result from
the nee of kerosene as b source of he&t in curing tobacco.
It in rrrnrently the Adaptability of equipment that will de¬
termine the pr^ etirbMtty of heresene for use in curing tobacco
Jr the Connecticut rallay.
It ~>nt ertabmbafi Uroueb the records that too oil‘; ^ ;
rvrt.

fid 1-r.vs tc*> weoh heat to accompli ah a. satisfactory
T! is la pertially tm to the inability of the oil to

exhibit dturnsl wsirJ ttic.ni in Its fuel supply, which la a
fetter a of the t-P gas and help® considerably in maintaining
temperature® abort the exJ a ting outside tei^per&tur® in accordrnee with the desired range.
The IGSg curing season was om luring which natural con¬
ditions were favorable for curing without supplemental licat*
The experiment was perforated late In the season (normally from
August-Septa aber5 and stripping had boon ended on the 9th of
November.

The month of October was extremely dry for the time

of the year.

This certainly had it® effect upon the tobacco
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tn the cll-fired barn which had Men slightly overheated dur¬
ing the Initial firing period, nni which had a fourth tier
with tobacco already one weeh wilted when the first firing
period started,

this, of course, made a considerable differ\

ence in the release of moisture from the plants on this tier,
and likely had its effect on the total moisture released into
the Mm.
The fact that during the entire curing period the oilfired barn maintained lower relative humidity ie thought to
be due to injurious effects on the tobacco during the initial
firing period.

This prevented the tobacco from taking up

moisture at the same rate &$ tobacco fired with gas under
leaf? forceful conditions.
As far as oil is concerned, as a fuel there are no indi¬
cations which prohibit its use; odors end soot were not de¬
tected.

Regarding burning qualities it is likely th*t tobacco

of the oil-fired barn will have a less satisfactory bum.
However, burning qualities are mainly « result of fertilising
practices and conditions which occurred during the growth of
the plant*.
Although the saving in fuel with kerosene as compared
with hr gas was Impressive, the oil installation as such be¬
came more expensive on an overall basis.

Tbs enormous amount

of labor involved, mainly due to the feet that a permanent
installation was used and was operated in comparison with a
portable gas-firing installation, made this oil-installation
sesm inconvenient, unreliable and expensive for use in normal
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Connecticut Valley bam operations.
From the Judgment of two experienced tobacco growers
who were confronted with twelve samples of Long-Seconds and
Long-Darks of each barn from the same locations: seven
samples went in favor of tobacco cured with L-P gas; three in
favor of tobacco cured with kerosene; two were equal.

These

experts were of the opinion that although no great color dif¬
ference could be noted, the color of tobacco cured with kero¬
sene was slightly poorer and that this tobacco gave a general
impression of being poorer in pliability, body, elasticity
and texture.

Thus definite poorer quality for the oil-fired

tobacco was established.
The reason why the oil-fired tobacco became overheated
ie not to be blamed entirely on the oil-firing installation
but in part on the operator who lacked experience in operatinp the equipment.

Also, since the burners were installed

in the manner they were during this experiment, the heat could
not be reduced sufficiently without extinguishing too many of
the burners.
The need is felt for an individual, self-leveling burner
which uses kerosene as a fuel and which la reliable and con¬
venient to use and is not prohibitive in cost.

4?

SUMMARY

Summary of findings in favor of and against the use of
oil end the installation as used:
OIL
Favorable
1. Better heat distribution.
2. More uniform control of
relative humidity.
3. Heating capacity not
affected by outdoor
temperature.
4. Fuel is cheaper.
5. Fuel supply facilities
more adequate.

Unfavorable
1. In mild weather, heating ca¬
pacity can be too great and
control is difficult.
2. Low sulphur content essential.
3. Equipment not developed
commercially for this
application.
4. Burners are tall (30 Inches).
5. Fire hazard.

6. Fuel burned is les© than
that of gas.
GAS

Summary of observations regarding L-P gas:
Favorable
1. Good heat distribution*
2. Best control of relative
humidity in desired range.
3. Diurnal regulation of heat
output which happened to
be favorable.
4. Free working area in barn
(no pipes).
5. Portable and flexible same installation used in
several bams during one
season.

Unfavorable
1. Heat distribution could be
Improved.
2. Tank frosting reduces pres¬
sure at times heat might be
needed.
3. Fuel is expensive.
4. Explosion hazard.
5. Sulohur content could be
very low.
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GAS - continued
Favorable
6. Installation after tobacco
le all In the barn.
?. No liquid In lines.
8. Equipment magged.
9. Lighting easy.
10. Fire hazard less.
11. Less storage space.
12. Not affected by drippings
from tobacco.
13. Burner is low.

Unfavorable
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MKAXB FOR THE ?IR3T rTRISO PERIOD (01 Hours)
TEMPERATURE

RELATIVE HUMIDTTY

*h

h

l

R

X

H

L

R

on

82

101

52

48

52

83

42

41

Gas

76

90

54

44

74

100

61

39

Out s.

59.8

00

43

43

77.5

100

42

58

MEANS FOR THE 8EC0H0 FIR IMG P ERIO!) (12 Hours)
H

L

B

U

R

L

R

on

05.5

95

68

29

58

97

40

57

Gas

as

94

73

81

71.5

100

56

44

Guta.

72.5

79

65

14

62.5

93.5

45.5
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KSAIVS FOB THE SEASON (5? Days)
H

L

B

u

H

L

B

Gil

66.1

86

34

52

69.7

91

38

53

Gas

65.1

81

33

48

80

100

48

52

Outs.

63.9

76

34

42

72.8

100

34.5

65.5

*M = Mean

H » Highest

l> « Lowest

R * Range

liliil
m

f ■

**
-

.
*

u

<U
•H
tH

—

•3

U
T-i

Ph

0
0
Q>
t/>

Jirst Tier

XT TO

Instruction sheet(Oil firing Installation)

This surer la in 4 emotions. Each of the 4 pipe lines
1* complete with carburetor «nd packed In a separate ceee.
3&fh case marked A, B, € end D oorreeponde to the seme section
above* The hoods are packed 30 to a case end too chimneys end
24 to a c&ue with one case containing 18 of each.
Assemble end pipe (3f pieces) using 4 3/8 r S/8 tees*
(1) Ping each outside tee (2) on one end of section* On other
end plujO ■ ne tee, leaving oiirr open ^ at Co). Connect £ of
each burr*'p line (4) using couplings (5) and i of union (6).
After all burner line® ere connected, lay in position in floor
plan* How screw f of burner linos into 3/V‘ tees at one end.
torew other | of burner lines Into 3/8** tees; at other end
have spindle* (?) upright.
connect line with unions (6),
making sure line is in correct position; mark ground along
pipe line frith stick. Move pipe line.
Drive pipe stakes (8)
a roximately 4 feet apart and half Into ground, along mark,
starting at low ccm«r, dig trench (9) about Z or Z inches In
earth using mark as center and level.
rive stakes on down
It* below ground level with a 4 ft. spirit level.
tops
of stakes level all around. Piece pipe line in position on
top of stakes. Put foot end claup (10) -bout midway burner
line.
Drive ot&ke under each end until foot is level with
oth<nr stakes* "'Ire pipe Uric to stakes. Also foot.
Tighten
clamp to foot. Extend trench at corner (3) about 8i ft. and
under shed wall.
Screw 8* feed pipe into 1/4* x 3/8* x 3/8*
tec (11) and plug other 3/B* tee opening. Screw feed pipe
into 3/8* tee opening. Screw feed pipe into 3/£* tec at
pipe line corner (3). Drive gt&ke under pipe ne^r tee (11);
wire to pipe. Screw 1/4* x 4* nipple (12) into tee (11).
Screw o&rburetor (13) on nipple (li?) using hole directly under
1?rge met*ring button. Screw compression connector (14) into
of-.rburetor using hole undar small *of-onw button, rises
drum In desired location and at least 8* above carburetor,
'crew reducer (IS) into drum bung hole. Screw *shut-off* (16)
into reducer. Slip nut from * shut-off* onto copper fsed
line (1?), then little sleeve from "shut-off* on end of (17).
tick copper line into * shut-off* and tighten It. This
presses Mleeve about cooper line and makes an oil tight Joint.
On other end place hut fro; comp. conn. (14). Then slseve
end tighten on comp. conn. This le a completely assembled
pipe line.
Hotel 8f feedpipe raay bs cut off to pl&co carburetor
no r wall* In section *A* and *£* extra pip© has been sent
as shown in order that all carburetors may be placed to¬
gether - if ground is level.
If not fairly level, carburetors
will havcHEo be" piaced at (18) and (19). fake burner bowls
(20) and push stems (21) into pipe spindles (7)# as far down
as possible. Tighten burner nut (22). Take small spirit
level and level each bowl separately both left-right and
front-back. This can be done by grasping bowl firmly in both

Instrj. sh. continued.

handb md bunding stem (Si) slightly at welded Joint.
tei»
must be all the way Into pipe spindle. Hals# burner housing
"H'Sy - xrttlu and lighten nut8inif5,4}1 damping to pipe spindle.
Kow, using an satrc long spirit level or transit, level eaoh
bowl top one with the other as you tighten the other housings.
All bowls in each section mi.it be level. Sections isay be on
different levele. Kov fasten hood better.*; (25) %n& hinge (26)
tog^th^r with bolt* and speed nuts. Fatun heed bodies
together (?y), tut do not hinge to hotter yet. belt 4 top
strips (20) to body and to top (29). Place bottom around
burner with burner In center, end hinge toward wall. Drive
3 hood r<take e (30) (email} inside hot tons with stake hole in
line with hoed botiou hole. Ilecove hood end drive a takes
within m inch of the ground. -then all stakes are driven,
place hottoias around stakes and belt to save. Kow bolt body
f27) to hinge and hotter. There arc 2 7tvc. holes (31) In
botton. Put a bolt through each pointing outwards, fasten
frith ©peed nvt. This supports body on tie side opposite
hinge, when hoed is upright. Open hoods. Take top off
oprbrrt'tcr. Turn oil on rt dru* - af t r }. 6 r-lmitei? oil should
Ti'irWWcir^wl 1/3 to l/f: full, no more. If not enough oil,
shut off c:rbur«tor. tFnecrev a plug at one corner, ' r in
line• Plug corner. Raise carburetor slightly and try again.
Pep-:,vt until correct level Ic obtained. If too ouch oil, do
likewise, only lower carburetor instead. Place asbestos wicks
{3"} into bowls with ends meeting over oil inlet.
o.en wet,
light end piece chiuney (33) over bowl, being sure t.-at chim¬
ney is wall seated, bower hood body. Cowr pips line with
earth, turner should burn blue and well abovs top of chimney.
If all burn too lor, raise c;rburatcr slightly. If on* burns
rod bowl it probably not level or is not well seated. Re¬
place carburetor top.
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FUEL OONSOKPTTOM
OIL
First Firing:

•

90 Burners, 619 gal., 81 hours
1 Burner

C* AS
*

*

7,6 gal./hr.
0.084

«
•

64 Burners, 786 gel., 81 hours

•

•

9,69 gal./hr.

1 Burner

0.151

"

Second Firing:
90 Burners,

84 gel., 18 houre
1 Burner

7,0 gal./hr.
0.077

*
•

64 Burners, 185 gal., 12 hours
1 Burner

*

»

15.4 gal./hr.
0.841

*
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